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ABSTRACT ---Sentiment Analysis is the energetic region of research which focuses on analyzing the 

opinions or feelings of customers and classify them into high-quality or bad reviews. In this paper, we endorse a 

new strategy for sentiment classification of teach critiques the usage of the map minimize concept. As we are 

conscious that in this technology of massive data, tremendous data/reviews are gathered through social media web 

sites at different areas which are distributed. Existing structures of Indian railways don’t classify and analyze the 

evaluations into superb and negative sentiments. Also there is no automated classification of departments relying 

upon the complaints or reviews acquired for further action. We address this trouble by using creating the novel 

approach for sentiment classification the usage of map limit framework. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

        Public transportation is a necessity for creating sustainable communities  where, the people typically e 

book transportation tickets together, go away for the identical destination, and especially have the identical cause 

such as doing business, sightseeing, or visiting spouse and children . People typically have exclusive needs when 

they travel with exceptional purposes. Hence, travel purposes of the team of passengers can be inferred and may 

also assist carriers or airports provide particular and personalised offerings or recommendations for passengers. 

Moreover, the experienced journey of the passengers can be analyzed in detail with respect to waiting time, in-

vehicle time, and quantity of transfers, together ensuing in a measure of passenger service  Currently, humans 

make use of many social web sites to share their opinions on distinct troubles associated with transportation (e.g., 

rockslides, jams in traffic, site visitors collisions or landslides. entities and their attributes expressed in written 

textual content . A sentiment lexicon consists of some words and phrases which can express positive or poor 

sentiments, but New purchasers can see the evaluations which different human beings have a given on the identical 

category of problem and react accordingly 

on the identical situation (e.g., roads or city streets jammed, streetside organizations, and associations). 

Conversely, a large volume of tweets or critiques can puzzle web surfers attempting to determine instantaneous 

and secure routes . Therefore,sentiment analysis performs a quintessential role in responding to the reviews and to 

meet the consumer pride  Sentiment evaluation (also recognised as opinion mining ) that Analyze people’s 

opinions/sentiments/emotions from texts is an active lookup area in herbal language processing . It has grow to be 

famous lookup vicinity which is drawing attentions from each lookup and industry communities in modern-day 
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era. Sentiment Analysis is really helpful in a range of fields like education, e-commerce etc. With the assist of 

Sentiment analysis analyze people’s opinions, sentiments, appraisals, attitudes, and thoughts toward the use of 

only a sentiment lexicon for sentiment classification is no longer sufficient due to the opposite orientations of these 

phrases in unique domains. In sentiment analysis, sentiment classification which can be treated as branch of text 

classification has emerge as popular research area as from 2000 there is enlarge in public opinions on social sites 

and blogs. Some of the researchers opt for exceptional phrases for sentiment classification such as opinion mining, 

sentiment analysis, subjectivity analysis, evaluation mining, and opinion extraction 

. Finding a solution for the accurate and timely classification of emotion is a challenging challenge .There are 

lots of classical function extraction techniques in the traditional text classification , such as Chi-square test, DF, 

etc., but these techniques can't be applied onto sentiment classification directly.Sentence-level sentiment 

classification is a fundamental and extensively studied vicinity in sentiment analysis. Lexicon-based tactics, 

commonly make use of a lexicon of sentiment words, each of which is annotated with its sentiment strength. Text 

categorization hassle is focused by sentiment classification which can be handled with the aid of Corpusbased 

methods . They mainly construct sentiment classifier from sentences with annotated sentiment polarity. The 

sentiment supervision can be manually annotated, or 

automatically gathered by using sentiment signals like emoticons in tweets  or human rankings in opinions . 

 

 

Method Advantages Disadvantages 

Sentence-

level 

sentiment 

classification 

It does no 

longer require 

any syntactic or 

polarity 

annotations in 

segmentation 

level. 

 

 

In this method, not 

each and every 

expression 

can be composed 

with the aid of the 

which means of its 

constituents. 

Vote 

algorithm 

with 

Naive Bayes, 

Support 

Vector 

Machine 

(SVM), and 

Bagging. 

Improved 

Performance 

level 

Expensive and 

time consuming 

when dealing with 

large datasets 

support 

vector 

machines 

Enables higher 

decision-

making 

Word feel 

disambiguation is 

not 
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(SVMs) process. It 

keeps same 

classification 

accuracy as that 

of 

method which 

uses full-length 

documents. 

considered all 

through the 

extraction 

process 

Fuzzy C-

Means 

(FCM) 

method for 

English 

sentiment 

classification 

with 

Hadoop MAP 

(M) 

/REDUCE 

(R) 

in Cloudera. 

It procedures 

large statistics 

involving 

millions of 

English 

archives and 

the 

execution time 

of this 

mannequin to 

conduct 

sentiment 

analysis on big 

data is short. 

It takes a long 

time to implement 

and it is costly to 

build the 

algorithms of the 

model in the 

distributed 

system. 

 

II. SUMMARY OF LITERATURE REVIEW 

1) The fundamental trouble associated with the sentimental classification is that the on line evaluations consists 

of the user opinions in the structure of abbreviations, shortenings and 

conjoined words, which are regularly used with the aid of the users in expressing their feelings about a point. 

The existing methods failed to have the full coverage over the online critiques as they are composed of evaluations 

in abbreviations, shortenings and 

conjoined words [1]. In addition, they go through from the polarity inconsistency. 

 2) Major problem confronted via the classification strategies is regarding the determination of the exceptional 

characteristic that would yield the best result. The quite a number points include the n-grams, artificial ngrams of 

quite a number types, words), or a mixture of these 

features. Moreover, the dimension of the feature dimension is another major trouble faced with the aid of the current 

methods [4]. 

 3) Precision is every other main factor to be considered while performing the classification. The precision may 

also be affected when the classifiers use the nouns, verbs, adjectives, and so on instead of thinking about only the 

sentimental words in the online reviews [6]. Moreover, most of the present methods concentrated only on the 

polarity of the sentence rather than concentrating on the type of the sentence that incorporates different expressions 

of the opinions [7]. 
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4) Some of the sentiment classification strategies used solely the numerical ranking of the evaluation and the 

word matter of the review to validate the performance of the machine in the main in validating the performance of 

the product. The existing methods failed to pay attention on the wide variety of users, the positive and poor reviews 

[5]. 

5) In [7], they utilized linear SVM for sentiment classification after extracting the section degree features. The 

linear SVM is a normal approach which has the hindrance on over fitting problem and the convergence difficulty 

inside certain of optimization problems. 

6) In [4], the FCM clustering with MapReduce framework was used for sentiment classification. This method 

did no longer make use of any supervised mastering mechanism for classification. Also, the manual degree 

categorization is very challengeable and requires tons fee and time if the statistics is big. 

 

III. SCOPE 

1) Railways have disparate Passenger statistics across five databases, so the advantage lies in bringing this 

together to help construct a greater detailed, man or woman profile of each passenger. The information which is 

spread throughout the databases can be in extraordinary formats or can be unstructured facts which can be 

combined to provide best results. In cutting-edge scenario when passenger books the ticket there is no everlasting 

registration identity generated which can be used in future to verify the historic records of the passenger and 

observe predictive analytics. Aadhar card no can be used as a permanent registration no so that once the profile of 

the passenger is generated there is no need to fill the whole information once more and again while booking. If 

this no is linked then we can get all the past historical information of the traveler in a glance. 

2) Customer satisfaction can be accelerated by way of decreasing less delays and cancellations which increases 

consumer loyalty and as a result increasing the bookings. By analyzing customer booking patterns, railways can 

additionally become aware of new routes to add and other services that will benefit both customers and the 

railway’s bottom line. If the traveler misses the train, one can respond straight away with the aid of paying instant 

compensation offers like extra points, realtime re-booking, and customer carrier on his booked ticket. 

3) Seat Availability Forecast – It can suggests the passenger which is the first-class educate from one 

destination to another on a variety of parameters like time and travel day. It gives users with clever predictions 

such as: which routes are busier, which are the areas where most people are travelling, statistics concerning delays 

in trains. Both the kind of trains like long distance and neighborhood trains can include the records concerning the 

appropriate food restaurants which are close by the station. Logical insights from records can be used for saving 

consumptions in fuel, Shipment prediction as a end result of which trains can run on time and preserve the trains 

strolling on time. 

4) Recommender System for confused passenger:- A person is in a dicey situation of when to book a ticket for 

journey date X. He can't predict availability of ticket if booking date= A. Solution would be to ask a website visitor 

“ a booking date” to Predict availability for journey date if he books on that reserving date. Predictive analytics 

can be used based totally on the previous historical data and the fairs in the month to predict availability of tickets. 
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5) Customer Complaints: - Currently on Indian railways site every time the Passenger logs a complaint the 

complaints are labeled through the passenger. Railways dept. needs to classify the complaints robotically and divert 

it to respective dept. Text analytics can be used to solve 

the above problem. 

 

6) Baggage tags can be gathered and scanned so that customers can accumulate their baggage by means of 

mobile apps. 

7) A rapid response can be given through compensation gives to the ignored flight of the clients although 

additional points, real time rebooking. 

8) Travel apps that music climate and supply alternative itineraries based totally on lifestyle preferences. 

9) Customer experiences can be amassed for mining the data and then by using applying analytical options to 

it one can get a view related to what your customers suppose about you. This can assist to reply without delay and 

take decisions accordingly. 

 

IV. EXISTING  SYSTEM  

 

 

 

Above format describes the complaint Management System in which clients can log their complaints on net 

portal. With the advancement in social media customers very not often post 

their complaints in the above portal. Also when the users the posting their complaints in the net portals, the 

classification regarding the type of criticism is completed by way of clients itself. As shown in plan the various 

types of complaint classifications are non-availability of water, passenger booking etc. Then this complaints are 

diverted to respective department in accordance to the type chosen via the users. 

Drawback of above System:- Classification is achieved manually by the quit user which needs to be carried 

out mechanically via using data mining and analytics. The gadget don’t classify the reviews/complaints on the 

basis of fine and negative sentiments. Also it does no longer take into consideration the reviews / Complaints from 

the social media websites like twitter etc. 
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V. PROPOSED SYSTEM : 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Phase 1: The major intention of this research is to design and increase an strategy for sentiment classification on 

train reviews and MapReduce framework. Here, a new classifier 

will be developed for classification and the map reduce framework will be tailored for managing the huge data. 

In order to adapt the MapReduce framework, two technique of sentiment analysis such as, characteristic extraction 

and classification will be 

performed by devising the mapper and reducer function. The mapper can capable to examine the overview 

database from different data centers. Also, the mapper function converts the reviews which are stored as text 

document to the function vector. To find the out the feature, the elements explained in [1] like, Allcaps, Emoticon, 

Hashtag, Elongated units, sentiment lexicon, negation, bag of units, punctuation and the statistical features based 

on frequency will be utilized. Then, the reducer will have the new Classifier which will classify the evaluations 

into positive classification and terrible class. 

Phase 2: In the second section of work, the classified reviews will be once more utilized to 2d degree hierarchy 

which contains the K-Entropy primarily based decision tree. This approach will classify the train critiques into a 

respective departmental class so that the corresponding authorities can take a ultimate solution on the evaluations 

to further improve their client satisfaction. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Sentiment analysis is gaining its reputation due to extend in tremendous records on a number of social media 

websites like twitter where critiques are given by using users. There is need to analyze this critiques in order to 

amplify client satisfaction. Various challenges arising in sentiment evaluation are drawing the attention of 
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researchers to work in this area. Indian Railways can be benefited by incorporating such text analytics techniques 

to handle the big quantity of evaluations acquired for satisfying the customers. 
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